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Multiplication and division are very different from addition and subtraction in several different ways.

5.1

Repeated Addition

Multiplication is often often defined as repeated addition but the question
is what does multiplication represent in the real world.
1. A counting number phrase in which the denominator is itself a counting number phrase represents a collection of collections. So, multiplication
by a counting numerator represents repeated attachment.
EXAMPLE 5.1.

The number phrase 7 Dimes represents the collection
and the number phrase 5r7 Dimess represents a col-

lection of five collections of seven Dimes:
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We then have that multiplication is repeated addition:
5r7 Dimess “ 7 Dimes ` 7 Dimes ` 7 Dimes ` 7 Dimes ` 7 Dimes
“ r7 ` 7 ` 7 ` 7 ` 7s Dimes
2. In the case of decimal number-phrases, though, things can get complicated.
a. As long as the outside numerator is a counting numerator, multiplication still represents repeated attachment and multiplication is still repeated addition.
EXAMPLE 5.2.
While
3r7.23 Meterss “ 7.23 Meters ` 7.23 Meters ` 7.23 Meters
“ r7.23 ` 7.23 ` 7.23s Meters
represents the length of three ropes, each 7.23 Meters long, being attached.
b. It is when the outside numerator is a decimal numerator that things
get more complicated.
EXAMPLE 5.3.
What could 5.27r3.45 Meterss possibly represent? Since
5.27 “ 5.00 ` 0.20 ` 0.07, we can write
5.27r3.45 Meterss “ 5.00r3.45 Meterss ` 0.20r3.45 Meterss ` 0.07r3.45 Meterss
“ 5.00r3.45 Meterss ` 2.00r3.45 DECIMeterss ` 7.00r3.45 CENTIMeterss
and, switching to counting numerators,
“ 5r3.45 Meterss ` 2r3.45 DECIMeterss ` 7r3.45 CENTIMeterss
so that the outside numerators are counting numerators and each numberphrase represents a length of rope.
So, multiplication by a decimal numerator represents a stretching.
EXAMPLE 5.4.

5.2

Text

Multiplication of Number-Phrases

A major way in which multiplication differs from both addition and subtraction is that while we could add and/or subtract number phrases (with
a common denominator) and get as a result a number phrase with that
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same common denominator, we cannot multiply number phrases and get as worth
a result a number phrase with that same common denominator.
EXAMPLE 5.5.
While 7 Dimes ` 2 Dimes represents attaching a collection
to a collection and 7 Dimes ´ 2 Dimes represents detaching a collection from a
collection, what could 7 Dimes ˆ 2 Dimes possibly represent?
In certain cases, though, a multiplication of number phrases does make
sense but the denominator of the result is different from the denominator of
the original number phrases.
1.
EXAMPLE 5.6.
2 Inches ˆ 3 Inches “ r7 ˆ 3s SquareInches
which represents the area of a two-by-three rectangle, that is a rectangle
that is two inches long one way and three inches long the other way:

TWO inches

THREE inches

Indeed, if we want to tile this rectangle with one-inch-by-one-inch mosaics
we get

TWO inches

THREE inches

Counting the mosaics shows that we will need six one-inch-by-one-inch
mosaics.
And this type of multiplication does extend to decimal numbers.
2. We seldom deal with a collection without wanting to know what the
(money?) worth of the collection is, that is how much money the collection
could be exchanged for.
EXAMPLE 5.7.
Given a collection of five apples and given that the worth
of one apple is seven cents, the real-world process for finding the worth of
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the collection is to exchange each apple for seven cents. Altogether, we end
up exchanging the whole collection for thirty-five cents which is therefore
the total worth of the collection.
On paper, we write
ˆ
˙
Cents
Cents


5 Apples ˆ 7
“ p5 ˆ 7q 
Apples ˆ 
Apple
Apple

“ 35 Cents
3. When dealing with substances, unit-worth of a given substance is the
amount of another kind of substance we can exchange for one unit of the
given substance. The real world exchange rate is then represented on paper
by a co-number phrase in the shape of a “fraction”.

EXAMPLE 5.8.
Let the substance be Gasoline. Then, if we can
exchange each Gallons of Gas for 3.149 Dollars, we will represent this
Dollars
exchange rate by the co-number phrase 3.149 Gallon
of Gas which we read
3.149 Dollars per Gallon of Gas
4. Co-multiplication is at the heart of a part of mathematics called Dimensional Analysis (See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensional_
analysis) that is much used in sciences such as Physics, Mechanics,
Chemistry and Engineering where people have to “cancel” denominators all the time.
EXAMPLE 5.9.
5 Hours ˆ 7

EXAMPLE 5.10.
5 Square-Inches ˆ 7

Miles
Hour

Pound
Square-Inch

`
˘
 ˆ Miles
“ p5 ˆ 7q 
Hours
 “ 35 Miles

Hour

´
¯
(
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Pound
“ p5ˆ7q (
Square-Inches
ˆ(
“ 35 Pounds
(
(((
(
(
Square-Inch

5. Co-multiplication is also central to a part of mathematics called Linear Algebra that is itself of major importance both in many other parts of
mathematics and for all sort of applications in sciences such as Economics.
(See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_algebra)
More modestly, co-multiplication also arises in percentage problems:
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EXAMPLE 5.11.
5 Dollars ˆ 7

5.3

Cents
Dollar
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`
 Cents ˘

“ p5 ˆ 7q 
Dollars
ˆ
 “ 35 Cents
Dollar

Sharing In The Real World

We first look at the real-world process and then we look at the corresponding
paper-world procedure. In the real world, we often encounter situations in
which we have to assign (equally) the items in a first collection to the items
of another collection.
The process is to make rounds during each of which we assign one item
of the first collection to each one of the items in the second collection. The
process comes to an end when, after a round has been completed,
• there are items left unassigned but not enough to complete another round.
The share is then the collection of items from the first collection that
have been assigned to each item of the second collection and the leftovers
are the collection of items from the first collection left unassigned after
the process has come to an end.
EXAMPLE 5.12.
In the real world, say we have a collection of seven
dollar-bills which we want to assign to each and every person in a collection
of three person. We want to know how many dollar-bills we will assign to
each person and how many dollar-bills will be left-over.
i. We make a first round during which we hand-out one dollar-bill to each
and every person in the collection. This uses three dollar-bills and leaves us
with four dollar-bills after the first round.
ii. We make a second round, we hand-out one dollar-bill to each and every
person in the collection. This uses another three dollar-bills and leaves us
with one dollar-bill after the second round.
iii. If we try to make a third round, we find that we cannot complete the
third round.
So, the share is two dollar-bills and the leftovers is one dollar-bill.
or,
• there is no item left unassigned. The share is again the collection of
items from the first collection that have been assigned to each item of
the second collection and there are no leftovers.

assign
round
share
leftover
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EXAMPLE 5.13.
In the real world, say we have a collection of eight
dollar-bills which we want to assign to each and every person in a collection
of four person. We want to know how many dollar-bills we will assign to
each person and how many dollar-bills will be left-over.
i. We make a first round during which we hand-out one dollar-bill to each
and every person in the collection. This uses four dollar-bills and leaves us
with four dollar-bills after the first round.
ii. We make a second round, we hand-out one dollar-bill to each and every
person in the collection. This uses another four dollar-bills and leaves us
with no dollar-bill after the second round.
iii. So, we cannot make a third round.
So, the share is two dollar-bills and there are no leftovers.

5.4

Division On Paper

The paper procedure that corresponds to the real-world process is called
division.
1. Division will involve the following language:
• The number-phrase that represents the first collection, that is the collections of items to be assigned to the items of the second collection, is
called the dividend,
• The number-phrase that represents the second collection, that is the
collection of items to which the items of the first collection are to be
assigned, is called the divisor,
• The number-phrase that represents the share is called the quotient,
• The number-phrase that represents the leftovers is called the remainder.
EXAMPLE 5.14.
Given a real-world situation with a collection of eight
dollar-bills to be assigned to each and every person in a collection of four
persons,
• The dividend is 7 Dollars
• The divisor is 3 Persons
• The quotient is 2 Dollars
Person
• The remainder is 1 Dollar
2. The division procedure taught in elementary schools is a trial and
error procedure which follows the real-world process closely inasmuch as
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try
each round is represented by a try in which:
partial product
i. We use the multiplication procedure to find the partial product which
partial remainder
represents how many items have been used by the end of the corresponding
real-world round.
ii. We use the subtraction procedure to find the partial remainder
which represents how many items, if any, are left over by the end of the
corresponding real-world round.

EXAMPLE 5.15.
In order to divide 987 by 321, we go through the following
tries:
First try:
i. We multiply the divisor 321 by 1 which gives the partial product
321 :
˘1
987
321
321
ii. We subtract the partial product 321 from the dividend 987 :
˘1
321
987
321
666
which leaves the partial remainder 666 which is larger than 321 therefore
too large.
Second try:
i. We multiply the divisor 321 by 2 which gives the partial product
642 :
˘2
321
987
642
ii. We subtract the partial product 642 from the dividend 987 :
˘ 2
321
987
642
345
which leaves the partial remainder 345 which is larger than 321 therefore
too large.
Third try:

8
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i. We multiply the divisor 321 by 3 which gives the partial product
963 :
˘3
321
987
963
ii. We subtract the partial product 963 from the dividend 987 :
˘ 3
321
987
963
24
which leaves the partial remainder 24 which is smaller than 321 so this
is it! Fourth try (Just to check that this is really it.)
i. We multiply the divisor 321 by 4 which gives the partial product
1284 :
˘4
321
987
1284
ii. We cannot subtract the partial product 1284 from the dividend
987 :
˘ 4
987
321
1284
and indeed we cannot complete the fourth try and must go back to the last
complete try, that is the third try, and we get that the quotient is 3 and the
remainder 24.
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